This report looks at the following areas:

- The impact of COVID-19 on cooking in the home
- Cooking habits for the evening meal, including cooking completely or partly from scratch, and using prepared meals
- Reasons for cooking meals from scratch
- Behaviours of home cooks related to choice of meals and ingredients
- Interest in different types of recipes, cooking ideas and improving cooking skills
- Attitudes towards cooking

Home cooks’ keen interest in learning more offers a rich touchpoint for brand engagement. 73% of home cooks would like to have a wider range of meals they know how to cook, and 44% are interested in improving their cooking skills. A range of different recipe types offer opportunities for brands in cooking ingredients, with slow cooker recipes garnering the most interest.

COVID-19 lockdowns and restrictions keeping the nation at home during long stretches of 2020 and into 2021 meant more meals were eaten at home and an increase in cooking from scratch, a trend already being seen before the pandemic. This looks set to have an enduring effect as 50% of home cooks expect to be cooking from scratch more after the pandemic subsides than they did before the outbreak.

To make meals healthier is a reason for 57% of those who cook from scratch or partly from scratch. The COVID-19 pandemic has increased people’s focus on health, with 33% stating that eating healthily has become a higher priority since the outbreak. This makes it vital for prepared meals and sauces to polish and spotlight their health credentials.

The high demand for shortcuts when cooking, 56% of those with cooking responsibilities looking for these, echoes the finding that being easy and quick to prepare are home cooks’ priorities in meal choice. Cooking sauces and

“COVID-19 has resulted in more meals being eaten at home, and driven an increase in scratch cooking, a trend that was already being seen before the pandemic. Home cooks still place a high value on convenience and shortcuts to cooking though, offering good news for brands in prepared ingredients.”

– Richard Caines, Senior Food & Drink Analyst
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pastes, as well as meal kits, already cater to this demand, but the strength of demand for simple and quick to prepare meals shows more NPD in this area is warranted.
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New Tesco campaign puts spotlight on slashing food waste
Tesco continues community cooks programme
Co-op bins having Christmas TV advert
Marcus Rashford and Tom Kerridge launch cooking campaign
Leading ready meals advertisers target older people
Sharwood’s showcases Indian range in new advert
Bisto targets new generation of gravy users
Blue Dragon runs ‘Find Your Dragon’ adverts
Patak’s extends ‘Start a New Family Tradition’ advert series
Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

SCRATCH COOKING AND USE OF PREPARED MEALS
More than four in 10 mostly prepare evening meals completely from scratch
Figure 27: Type of evening meal prepared most often in households, 2018, 2020 and 2021
Highest incidence of scratch cooking seen among over-55s
Figure 28: Type of evening meal prepared most often in households, by age, September 2021

REASONS FOR COOKING FROM SCRATCH
Quest to make meals healthier drives scratch cooking
Growing importance attached to eating healthily
Figure 26: Reasons for cooking evening meals completely/partly from scratch, 2021
Even pre-prepared components’ healthiness raises doubts
Prepared products at risk from consumer health focus
Figure 27: Birds Eye Steamfresh and Bol Veg Pot, 2021
Shop-bought cooking sauces need to improve health credentials
Half cook from scratch because they enjoy cooking
Scratch cooking appeals as way of saving money
A need for processed products to prove their value
Opportunities to encourage trading up
Figure 28: Cooking meals from scratch/partly from scratch to save money, by financial situation, 2021
Personalisation and control other key reasons for scratch cooking
Quality reassurance is needed to win over users to processed products
Figure 29: M&S Food Select Farms British Beef & Pepper Sausage with traceability callout, 2020
• Helping people to tailor processed products will support buy-in
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BEHAVIOURS RELATED TO CHOICE OF MEALS AND INGREDIENTS

• Large amount of planning of meals undertaken
• Most people shop for specific meals

Figure 31: Behaviours related to choice of meals and ingredients, 2021
• Aligning with larger batch cooking holds potential for boosting volumes
• More opportunities for simple and quick to prepare meals
• Most home cooks want short ingredients lists and shortcuts
• Home delivery kits tried by three in 10 home cooks
• Strong interest in cooking with seasonal ingredients

INTEREST IN CONCEPTS RELATED TO COOKING

• More than four in 10 would like to improve their cooking skills

Figure 32: Interest in concepts related to cooking, 2021
• Interest in a range of different recipe types
• More than a third interested in slow cooker recipes
• Emerging cuisine recipes appeal to three in 10
• Recipes tailored to health goals another opportunity
• Brands can tap interest in online cooking content

ATTITUDES TOWARDS COOKING

• Frozen ingredients seen as good way to reduce food waste

Figure 33: Attitudes towards cooking, 2021
• A place both for taking more time and speeding things up
• Adding own touch to prepared meals/prepared ingredients appeals
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Figure 34: Share of new launches in cooking and pasta sauces, by top claims, 2017–21
Figure 35: Share of new launches in prepared meals, by top claims, 2017–21
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